My Cars, Trucks and Motorcycles
My Grandpa Axel loved cars and had over 30 in his
lifetime. Well I sure inherited his love. Here's
my list as of August 2016, starting with my first
motorcycle in 1953.
Most of the pictures I got on line - I've long since
lost any taken back then. And I was able to find
the colors I had.
I did find some pictures with me or which I took.
Check out the Mercury, MGA, Alpha, Starflyer
Motorcycles, Mini, Miata and the Dakota.
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Motorcycle 1: My first motor vehicle was a 1950 James motorcycle
with a Villars 125cc two stroke "popper" engine. I got it in 1953
when I was 15 1/2 because in California at that time you could get
your drivers learner permit at that age and it was OK to ride a
motorcycle with it. I bought it from my friend Mike who was moving
up to a cool Indian.
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Motorcycle 2: I had the James for a year and a half or so before I
moved up to a 250cc four stroke BSA. This was my first experience
with Lucas ignitions. They were pretty awful, as subsequent vehicles
continued to teach me. The engine broke the crank and I learned a
lot tearing it down. A guy who had a shop in his garage, Mr. Stanley,
helped me fit a new crank in the engine. I had it until 1955 when I
sold it to raise money for college (at Occidental.) No more vehicles
until...
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Car 1 - 1947 Plymouth 4 door sedan: I bought this from my friend
Anthony for $50.00 in 1957. It was a very practical and boring car. I
couldn't wait to get enough money to buy something with some
piazzas!
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Car 2 - 1951 Hudson Convertible: I bought this one in 1957, about 8
months after I got the Plymouth. This one had that piazzas. It only
had about 30,000 miles on it when I got it and if I recall I paid
$350.00 for it. It had a 3 speed transmission but if you pushed a
button on the dash it became automatic! If I could have one car of
the bunch back it would be this one. I've have dreams where I open
the garage and there it is!
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Car 3 - 1954 Mercury hardtop convertible: I "traded up" to this one
in 1959. Not the smartest thing I did I'm afraid. It wasn't anywhere
near as great a car as the Hudson. For starts the top didn’t go down.
(That's really me at the wheel!)
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Car 4 - 1956 MGA: Only a year or so after I got the Merc I decided
the MGA was the way to go. Better gas mileage, right! It was a cool
car though. But, with this one I learned lots more about how awful
Lucas ignition systems are and the SU carbonators are pretty bad
too! It had two. (And that's really me again.)
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Car 5 - 1960 Sunbeam Alpine This was really to be Mom's car. I sold
the MG and we bought this in 1961. I drove it for about six months
before I went in the Army and then turned it over to Mom. It was
pretty cool, and the Lucas ignition worked better than the MGA
cause it was newer.
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Car 6 - 1959 Alfa Romeo Giuletta Spider: When I got out of the
Army (I was only in for six months) I got a job in Seattle, bought this
cool roadster and drove north with all my possessions in the car and
two boxes sent by mail. It was a great car but on the way up I burned
a valve. So I learned how much it costs when you have an engine
with twin overhead cams. Oh yeah it had a Lucas ignition! (My pixs
of the car too!)
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Car 7 - 1963 Porsche Super 90 Cabriola: The Alfa was a great car but
I was starting to make money so I moved up in the world. I bought it
with way low miles in 1965. It had been the Tacoma Porsche dealers
personal car.
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Car 8 - 1964 Mercedes 230SL: I bought this beauty in 1965. It was
the first 230SL in the Northwest. It had been brought over by an
employee of the German Embassy before they were importing them
to the US. When he was sent home the local Mercedes dealer, Phil
Smart bought it as a demo car. Then, when they started importing
them he sold it to me.. I had definitely arrived!
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Car 9 - 1964 Toyota Land Cruiser: I was skiing a lot in the late 60's
(and 70s and 80s and 90s) and decided I needed a 4x4 ski car in
addition to the SL. So in 1968 I bought a used Toyota Land Cruiser.
In 1970 I sold my interest in my film production business and sold the
SL and as well and went ski bumming to Sun Valley in the Land
Cruiser. It was great for that, but I sure learned about block heaters
there.
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Car 10 - 1968 Jeep Wagoneer: After Sun Valley I bought a Dude
Ranch in Montana and in 1970 bought the Jeep Wagoneer to go with
it. It was a great car, had Michellin tires for summers and could
easily cruise at 100mph! (Montana didn't have a top end speed limit
then!)
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Motorcycle 3 - 1970 Kawasaki 185cc Enduro: This was a great bike
to have around the ranch. The ranch was surrounded by Forest
Service lands so I got pretty good at trail riding. We were three miles
from the Anaconda Pintlar Wilderness Area - where motorized
vehicles were not allowed, so I wasn't tempted to climb mountains
on it.
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Car 11 - 1971 Chevrolet Suburban: I wore the Jeep out and bought a
Chevy Suburban to replace it. It wasn't as fun as the Jeep, but held
more guests. It had two air conditioners! In 1973 when I went broke
with the ranch, the Chevy stayed with it, along with my great horse.
(not shown - damn it!)
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Car 12 - 1972 Fiat 128 Sport Coup: With my tail between my legs, I
was able to get a loan and bought the Fiat 128 Sport Coup. Fiats
weren't too well put together then but at least is had some style. But
in finding my new life, I realized it was a bad choice. So I got...
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Truck 1 - 1973 Datsun Pickup 1600: In 1974 I traded the Fiat for a
1973 Datsun pickup, my first truck. And what a great truck it was. It
was so simple and easy to work on. It had a 4 cylinder with a single
over head cam shaft. It came with really stiff bias tires and didn't
handle for shit, but when I replaced them with radials it became a
new truck. I drove it until 1980.
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Motorcycle 3 - 1972 Honda “Super Sports” CB-500 inline Four: In
the summer of 75 bought the CB-500. What a great bike. I spent a
couple months getting use to riding again then headed out. I
lollygagged my way down the coast, stopping where ever I wanted
to, going up any roads that looked fun and finally ended up at my
parents house in Ojai California. Later, I named the bike Starflyer
and wrote one of my best songs about our trip. (Yep, that me!)
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Motorcycle 4 -1971 BMW 650: In 1978 I decided to head for the top
(again) and bought the Beamer 650. Should'a been a great bike, but
it wasn't. Nothing could compare to Starflyer and it sure didn't
become Starflyer 2. I sold it when I moved back to Seattle and used
the money to help with the down payment for a house which turned
out to be one of the better financial decisions I ever made. I sold it
(the house) for over 10 times what I paid for it when I moved to Port
Townsend.
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Truck 2 - 1978 Chevrolet 1/2 ton diesel pickup: After 7 years, I
finally decided to say good bye to the Datsun and in 1980 found a
used 1978 Chevy diesel pickup. It was a disaster, finally sucking itself
into itself. I had it towed to the Chevy dealer in the Seattle U District
and they gave me pretty much what it would have brought if it still
ran. (I think there was a lot of guilt in GM about this truck.)
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Truck 3 - 1981 Chevy 1/2 ton short box Special Deluxe pickup: They
were pretty nice to me at the Chevy dealership and I bought my
FIRST BRAND NEW VEHICLE! It was a cool truck - no power house,
but gas was getting expensive so the 6 cylinder made sense at the
time. I loved it until I was smashed into on the Seattle Aurora Bridge
on an icy morning. This led to....
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Truck 4 - 1983 Chevy S-10 extended cab: I got my insurance
settlement, which was pretty good, so I went back to the Chevy
dealer - I could still drive the '81 and asked about a trade. They again
made me a great deal for me on the S-10 so I bought my 2nd brand
new vehicle. So far those are my only ones.
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Car 13 -1985 Jeep Cherokee: Things were getting financially better
so I could indulge myself. So in 1987 I bought a cool black, 2 door
(which I wanted) Jeep Cherokee. It was a great car. I was still skiing a
lot so the 4x4 got lots of use.
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Car 14 - 1986 Jaguar XJ6 Series III Vanden Plas: To me, this was the
last of the beautiful Jaguars and I decided I had to have one. So I
traded the Cherokee for one in I think it was 1993. I had heard that
by the Series III Jag had gotten their act together and were finally
reliable. Wrong! For starts I was back with a Lucas Ignition! And the
wiring was a mess. Then the repairs started and continued and
continued. I finally decided it was a beautiful car but we couldn't
afford each other.
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Car 15 - 1990 Porsche 944: So after owning the Jag for less than a
year, the mechanic who worked on the Jag had this car, so I bought it
and he took the Jag and sold it for me. The engine (water cooled)
was in the front but the transmission was in the rear. Weird! But it
was a great driving car - probably the best driving car of all the ones
I've owned.
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Truck 5 - 1984 Ford Ranger 4x4: When I got the Jag, I decided I
needed a truck too. So I found the Ford up the street and bought it.
It was rough 'round the edges but was sort of OK. I put a Mack truck
hood ornament on the hood but someone stole it.
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Truck 6 - 1985 Jeep Comanche: I always thought this was a cool
looking truck - a throwback to my Jeep Cherokee, so when I saw it I
traded the Ford for it in 1994. Turns out the motor was made by
Renault!
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Car 16 - 1995 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo: With a name like that
how could I not want one. In 1998 I found this car at a up-scale
used car place just up the street from my office and traded the
Porsche for it. I then sold the Jeep Comanche and was back to just
one vehicle.
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Car 17 - 2002 Mini Cooper: Well I had the Cherokee for 5 years, so in
2002 I thought I'd do something crazy again and got the Mini Cooper
which was just barely used. They were hard to get in the US then
and this one came through Canada. (Almost a brand new car.) A
way cool car and drove really well. That top pix says it all about me I'm obsessed!)
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Car 18 - 2002 Jaguar X type: The Mini was pretty lousy in the snow
and really small (maybe that’s why it’s called Mini.) so I checked out
the Jaguar X type. It has all wheel drive and since Ford bought it they
had finally become reliable, so.... in 2004 I found one. I drove that
until 2007 and it was reliable! I took my friend Maggie, his Mon and
another Swedish friend LM on a tour of the west with it. The next
year I took Maggie, his sister Malin and his husband Peter up to
Canada in it. We got smashed (the car) in Vancouver and were just
barely able to drive it home.
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Truck 7 - 1984 Ford Ranger: When I moved to Port Townsend in
2006 I needed a truck for moving and got this one for $1,200. I used
my credit card. I thought it was way cool buying a truck with a credit
card. It was a beater for sure. I sold it 'bout 3 years later. I wasn't
using it anymore and it leaked like a sieve..
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Motorcycle 6 - Honda Rebel 250cc inline twin: When I moved to
Port Townsend in 2006 I decided it was a great time to get back into
motorcycles. There are all sorts of neat places to ride on the Olympic
Peninsula. I didn't want to get carried away so I figured the Rebel
was just about the right size. I continued to think that for at least 6
months. It became Starflyer 2. But it was kinda like a sheep in wolf's
clothing! At 60 miles/hour it was flat out. (My pixs of Starflyer 2 and
4.)
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Motorcycle 7 and 8 - 1984 Honda Magna 500cc V4, water cooled: 0
to 60 in less than 4 seconds! It was like an updated CB-500, the first
Starflyer. I found the first bike on Craigslist. It was right in PT and
had only 1,900 miles. The Magnas were a great bike - totally fun to
ride. I put about 20,000 miles on it. Then I found another one with
1,200 miles on it and bought it. They became Starflyer 3 and 4. I
road Starflyer 4 until I started having some balance problems. The
end of an era.
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Car 19 - 2006 Mazda MX-5 Miata: The Jag never totally recovered
from the wreck and anyway it was an old man's car and in-spite of
the fact that I am an old man now I decided to retro to the thrilling
days of yesteryear and the roadsters I had in my younger days. So I
bought the MX-5 in 2008. At this writing (2016) I still have it and still
love it. I keep thinking I gotta get a new roadster but I look around at
what's available and realize I got what I want! (Did I just say that?) I
shot the pixs when I was visiting my friend Greg in Mohab.
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Truck 8 - 2001 Chevy S-10 4x4: Kinda like my '83. I like having a
truck, so I decided to get a beater 4x4. (The Mazda is totally
incapable of driving in the snow.) So in 2014 I found one that turned
out not to be quite a beater and I fixed it up. I took it on 3 trips to
California and New Mexico.
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Truck 9 - 2002 Dakota 4x4: The S-10 was getting too close to a
beater truck for me. It had over 220,000 miles. So true to form I had
to move up. As I write this booklet, I've just had this truck for a
couple weeks - I love it - it's way cool. I think it's a keeper. Though
considering my past....
This is the fourth car or truck that has had an American Indian name
and my 8th black one.
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So: As of August 1st, 2016
Total Cars:
Total Trucks:
Total Motorcycles

19
9
8

Total Totals

36

I have a great letter from my Grandpa Axel written in 1948,
telling me about all his cars. In the letter he says he's had 35
cars. A year or so later he bought his last car - a 49 Chevy so:

Grandpa Axel’s total

36

And that’s all cars – no trucks or motorcycles

Dave Christensen 8/1/16
Port Townsend Washington
dave@david-christensen.com
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